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Access
Currently very active debate about open access to scholarly
material and possible business models. Two observations:
• Subscription journals make data available to Google etc.
−→ Demonstrates understood value of global services.
• Strong evidence that openly available articles have
greater impact (citations)
−→ Is this because of readers who have access only to
openly available material or because openly available
material is just easier to find?
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Simplistic but shows how journal publishing neatly packages
the value chain of functions identified by Roosendaal and
Guerts.
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Add: A&I services for greater awareness; review journals for
second level of certification; and rewarding function, most
commonly via ISI impact factor.

Interoperability now: Of PDF and DOI
Currently limited interoperability. Two examples:
PDF
A standard electronic format. Users need only one viewing
technology for all journals. Positive side effect is that tools
indexing PDF manage to provide quite effective search tools
based on harvested content.
DOI (Digital Object Identifiers)
DOIs link between different systems via a mutually trusted
and fair intermediary. They can also provide a new identifier
space: Google Scholar uses DOI-based URLs to index and
link to APS articles.

The old problem of information overload
It is certainly impossible for any person who wishes
to devote a portion of his time to chemical
experiment, to read all the books and papers that are
published in connection with his pursuit; their number
is immense, and the labour of winnowing out the few
experimental and theoretical truths which in many of
them are embarrassed by a very large proportion of
uninteresting matter, of imagination, and of error, is
such that most persons who try the experiment are
quickly induced to make a selection in their reading,
and thus inadvertently, at times, pass by what is
really good. [Michael Faraday, 1826]

Information overload
I argue that this problem is best tackled with the help of
automated tools and agents.
The better the information available — metadata, full text,
citation data, certification information etc. — the better that
our agents will be able to help with this selection.
This is a powerful motivation for the creation of a machine
traversable and understandable network of scholarly
information.

Changing practices
As the practice of scholarship changes, so are scholarly
communication practices:
The traditional, linear, batch processing approach is
changing to a process of continuous refinement as scholars
write, review, annotate, and revise in near-real time using
the Internet. [NSF Cyberinfrastructure report, 2004]

Communication mirroring changing practices
To mirror practices the communication system must:
• be closely coupled to the scholarly endeavor;
• include data, simulations and informal results alongside
formal peer-reviewed documents;
• facilitate collaboration and varying degrees of access and
sharing; and
• enable the scholarly record to be preserved.

Datasets and the Grid
The Grid is an set of technologies that provide for large-scale
distributed data storage and computation in disciplines such
as:
• genomics, high-energy physics, astronomy and climate
modeling.
Storage is now measured in petabytes (millions of gigabytes)
and even the collaborations are huge (hundreds or thousands
of people).
At present, grids exist separate from much of the rest of the
scholarly communication infrastructure and there is a need to
provide interoperability so that data, code and visualizations
can be effectively included in the scholarly record.

Recording scholarship
Consider a paper presenting an analysis of several terabytes
of data stored by the US National Virtual Observatory. A
complete record of this work should include the software and
dataset. It is clearly not feasible to store a copy with the
paper, instead it must be clearly and unambiguously included
by reference.
Challenges include:
• facilitating early registration of communication units,
• integration of heterogeneous data streams,
• recording and exposing provenance,
• ensuring integrity of complex documents.

Preservation as one of many services
Expanded unit of communication =⇒ expanded notion of
preservable unit.
Early registration allows the possibility of preservation
separate from the conventional sequence of scholarly
publication.
View preservation as another service that can be achieved
through various pathways.

What can we learn from the web?
Two key architectural elements:
• URLs - uniform linking strategy (http://.../ )
• HTML - standard formats
Add simple-to-use browsers and voilà, the web.
Next, add robots and spiders, build indexes, and create
search engines. For certain types of search, web search
engines are wonderful yet for others they are dreadful. What
determines success or failure?

Searching for Morgado AND Mucciolo (cond-mat/0204084)

Items with unusual strings are easy to find with web search.

Searching for Milne and Wells (astro-ph/0210236)

Items with common strings are hard to find with web search.
To improve this, search engines try to interpret data that was
formatted for humans, they try to recover semantics.

The semantic web
Creating a machine understandable version of the web where
information is structured as assertions:
• the string “Fred Bloggs” is the author’s name
actually something more specific:
• the string “Fred Bloggs” is the author’s name in the
sense defined by the British Library
add thesauri and ontologies:
• author in the sense defined by the British Library is the
same as author in the sense defined by the Library of
Congress
• author is a type of person
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Rich ecology because of data sharing with other services.

Pathways within arXiv
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Registration on submission → (weak) certification →
awareness (website, alerts) → archiving.

Archiving pathways
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Many archiving pathways: local archiving, mirror network,
Bibliothéque Nationale, through traditional or overlay
journals. Archiving services to come?
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Novel rewarding pathways through CiteBase: citation
analysis and readership estimates.

Concluding remarks
The scholarly communication system must adapt with
developing research methodologies. It should support
collaborative, network-based and data-intensive practices.
• the scholarly communication system must be innately
digital
• it must support a much expanded unit of communication
that may be heterogeneous and distributed
• it must provide for many different pathways that fulfill
some or all of the necessary communication functions

The challenge
The challenge for publishers is to identify appropriate
functions that really add value, and to implement them in a
truly networked fashion that will best serve the community.

That’s all folks...
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